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Abstract 

 

 

Services and innovation are the drivers of today’s economy, yet, there is a lack on academic 

literature on what matter the interactions between these two forces. On that sense, Barras, in 

1986, established one of the most representative models regarding innovation within service 

firms. The “Reverse Product Cycle” (RPC) argue that service firms, trigged by IT 

advancements, would follow an opposite innovation evolution if compared to the classic 

manufactured view of novelty progress.  Besides representing an important breakthrough on the 

services differentiation from the predominant industry view, it was replete of problematic that 

are now reinforced by the present high dynamic environment. On that present scenario, the role 

knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) play is of crucial importance to innovation 

dissemination within a diversity of industries. It features are intrinsically related to tailored co-

produced solutions to specific clients requirements that, by the case study of an ongoing KIBS 

shared solution development, seems to bring back the innovation pattern defended by the RPC 

model. The present study aims to analyze this hypothesis and revisit the RPC model through the 

optics of current KIBS innovation process.     
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INTRODUCTION 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The recent years have strengthened the connection between knowledge-intensive business 

services (KIBS) and its clients on the direction of collaborative developments. Innovation is now 

offered as a service, bringing tailored competitive advantages to customers at the same time it 

has changed the formula KIBS firms expand and develop novelty. Innovation and services can 

be seen through the “evolutionary models” created to express advancement within companies. 

As part of these concepts, Barras (1986) “reverse product cycle” (RPC) archetypal was one of 

the main breakthroughs for the construction of a “service theory”, bringing a contextualization 

of services features and its particular changing aspects. His model defended that the adoption of 

information technology (IT) plays an essential role in service innovation and produces an 

opposite innovation progression if compared to the industrial perspective; which seems to have a 

similar progression through the KIBS co-produced solutions when the same transfer the settled 

technologies to other customers. This thesis aims to analyze an ongoing process of a KIBS 

shared development and bring it to the optics of the RPC model in a way to update the view that 

has once illustrated how the service firms innovation process may occur and bring new 

knowledge to the, in demand, “services theory” (Sundbo, 1997).  

 

 “Evolutionary models” are part of the evolutionary theory concepts. Authors like 

Marx (18th century), Schumpeter (1935) and Marshall (1948) gave the first insights on the 

methodologies that are now the inspiration of contemporary economists. A wide literature 

regarding the nature of innovative procedures and the organizations supporting them were made 

to solve the incomplete interpretation the classic equilibrium theories provided (Dosi & Nelson, 

1994). The movements caused by technological and structures advancements results in change. 

This change necessity is determinate by the economic environment, so an analogy with the 

biology evolutionary theories offered the inspiration for the rationality of an, also, evolutionary 

economy, which is based in several specific models to explain the singular effects of each type of 

change (Pavitt, 1984). 

 

Nowadays this concept is vastly disseminated, providing an extensive 

understanding of its functionality and close relation to the companies’ innovative elements. The 

technological and economic changes are sustained by several intrinsic models and 

methodologies. Studies from Dosi (1988), Winter (1984), Sahal (1981), Abernathy and 
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Utterback (1978), Metcalfe (1988) and Pavitt (1984) in addition to the Journal of Evolutionary 

Economics, even some years later, constitute the main references for the subject (Dosi & Nelson, 

1994). Still, when analyzed by the services perspective, they do not necessary provide the 

ultimate comprehension of the sectors particular features. Besides the called “new economy” 

(Djellal & Galluj, 2001) be driven by innovation and services, Sundbo (1997) refers that 

“literature does not offer a thorough of innovation in service firms”, implying in a mis-

measurement of services economic performance and its technological influences (Gallouj & 

Savona, 2008). This lack of understating is clearly incoherent to services importance, yet this 

same absence can be translated into economical advantage by its knowledge expansion. 

 

From mere retail services to high complex consultancy resolutions, services have a 

massive impact in the economy. By the International Monetary Fund, in 2009, the service sector 

was responsible for 63% of the European Union countries GDP, where in Sweden that value 

represented 71%. On the USA it was 72%, 76% for Japan, 42% China and 58%, in average, for 

the other BRIC countries
1
, what shows the overwhelming importance service has on the leading 

economies of the world. KIBS are the “prime” segment within the service sector. They rely 

upon professional knowledge service providers, where, usually with technology support, the 

information and the knowledge itself are the main products offered (Miles et al, 1995). 

Computer consultancies, R&D, engineering and marketing are examples of KIBS activities. It is 

estimated that KIBS firms represents 1/4 of the total value added by services, which, because of 

the recent year’s constant growth, possibly will reach 50% on the upcoming decade (Miles, 

2005).   

 

On the same line, the employment trend, especially in the mentioned countries, 

indicates a move away from construction, mining, manufacturing and agriculture, towards a 

variety of services. This tendency can be identified partly because industrial production has 

become so efficient and automated, therefore generating less employment, and partly caused by 

the increase of labor-intensive services based on high levels of customers’ interaction and locally 

reproduction (Tidd & Bessand, 2009), impacted by the growth of KIBS activities. The magazine 

Business Week, in 2007, also indicated these statements defending that “the 10 industries with 

the most dramatic salary growth are all in this service-providing sector, ranging from 

employment services to education to health care. In contrast, employment in the manufacturing 

sector is expected to drop 5% by 2014, and goods-producing industries will decline to 13% of 

total American employment in the decade 2004-14, down from 15% in 1994-2004. And the trend 

is global: service workers now outnumber farmers for the first time”
2
. In 2007, KIBS 
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represented more than 16% of the total employment in Europe (Eurostat, 2007, European 

Business Report).  

   

Finally, service innovations are present, while in different grades, in all industries. 

It constitutes an essential tool to strive on high competitive and shifting environments. 

Manufacturing firms increasingly use novelty in service purposes and features to distinguish 

their products (Sundbo, 1997). This movement is caused by the outsourcing alternative and by 

the new knowledge demands, where KIBS provide knowledge that client’s lack, resulting in co-

produced innovation. In addition, the lately IT trends and advancements are being based under 

the optic of a service solution and not any more as a manufactured product, in a process called 

“software and innovation as a service” resolution, where the distinction between technological 

products and services are getting smaller every day (Miles, 2005). 

 

This scenario demands customized innovation models regarding the current 

services outlook and the particular ways in which KIBS firms innovate. That request provides 

the basic motivation for the updated analysis of an originally manufactured product emphasized 

model that, under the services perspective, can be presented in reverse. Within the several 

methodologies gathered into the evolutionary synthesis of economy, Abernathy and Utterback 

(1978) model of “product cycle” can suffers a complete distinct effect when applied to services. 

Their celebrated and still in use archetypal of the innovation progression in the industry can be 

completely reversed by the IT (technology) adoption in service companies, in the called “reverse 

product cycle” (RPC) pioneered by Barras in 1986. In sum, in certain services firms we can 

observe innovations starting with process improvements which result in product innovation, 

opposing to the logical manufacturing product to process innovation progression.  

 

Besides being a revolution on the development of services oriented innovation 

models, it is being argued that it is losing prominence.  Many authors defend that, actually, the 

RPC model just offered, back in the 80s, a vision on “how services firms first began to 

“industrialize” through the use of IT” (Miles, 2007, p. 12) and not as a complete understanding 

of the innovation path in services that could still be applicable today.  One of the main reasons is 

that many service firms, by the effect of the KIBS concept, have become IT intensive users and 

developers just, or even more, like the manufacturing companies, diminishing the distances 

between products to services offers, being impossible to make clear distinctions among IT and 

service innovation. Nevertheless, the nowadays co-produced enterprise technological solutions 

by KIBS firms under the proposition of “innovation as a service”, besides constituting the brand 
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new trend of innovation, also seems to bring back some of the “aged” features of the RPC 

model, bringing new horizons to this established “evolutionary model” of services.   

   

 

The Research Question and Limitations 

 

 

This study aims to analyze this KIBS co-produced service innovation and bring its findings to 

the optics of the RPC methodology. By the intrinsic exposure of an ongoing cooperation between 

an leader KIBS firm and its client to develop, by continuous process improvements, a technology 

based innovative solution to an specific challenge, it is observed that the same KIBS company 

can, afterwards, with minimal adjustments, present the same solution or ongoing developments 

as a new set of services to other customers. Remembering the reserved path detected by Barras 

(1986) on his, supposedly, outdated model. The main objective of this analysis is to present a 

new form to look at the RPC model and find a place for it during the high-tech times of today, 

answering the questions “Can the shape of a present KIBS co-produced services solution offers a 

recap of the RPC model? Under which circumstances? Can it be translated into competitive 

advantage?”  

 With the empirical findings it is expected to build a diagram of the framework to 

increase the comprehension of the, in request, nowadays service innovation facts. Although, the 

research is limited to a single practical case study, this problem will be hopefully minimized by 

the abundance of acquired information, its real time happening and by a diagram drawn in order 

to illustrate the proposed model. It can be also said that the present study might enter into brand 

new fields of business, where the patterns are still being recorded, and on future happenings, 

resulting in some inevitable independent assumptions. At last, the differences from process to 

product innovation and services to technological manufactured products may be minimal due the 

extreme dynamic environment found on the case study, adding in complexity the connection 

between the original RPC model and the new projected frame.        
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THEORY REVIEW 

 

 

The Evolutionary Theory 

 

 

The concept of “evolutionary theory” is defined as a class of models, philosophies, arguments, 

schemes and methodologies which propose to explain the movement of a fact or an element over 

time, the reasons why its “meaning” change from a certain moment in time to another and how 

it got there in a dynamic expressed analysis. Second, involves random figures which create or 

renovate existing knowledge, its variables and mechanisms (Dosi & Nelson, 1994). Besides 

being procedures influenced by mistake-ridden of the human behavior, an analogy, of illustrative 

matter, with evolutionary theories in biology form the building blocks of the economic view of 

change triggered by innovation. 

 

Evolutionary ideas consist in how the agents adapt to the environment, learn and, 

by novelties creation, produces its varieties. The introduction of innovation, by the constant 

capability of the environment in setting new rules and the actors will of discovering, generates 

multiple equilibrium that are found in the current economic systems (March & Simon, 1993). 

The explanation of behavior and action in determining the path of technologies and organizations 

are fixed on “routines” (Nelson & Winter, 1982) originated by the actors learning history, 

existing knowledge, value systems and prejudice. In sum, “the behavioral foundations of 

evolutionary theories rest on learning processes involving imperfect adaptation and mistake 

hidden discoveries” (Dosi & Nelson, 1994).  

 

Assuming the above ideas, we agreed that technology and organizations evolve 

(Freeman, 1982). At any time it will be several problems, challenges and opportunities for firms 

and technologies. Vincenti (1990) developed several studies on that direction, approximating 

these issues as an evolution process, where “search” and “learning” leads to the key features on 

advancements by problems solving. Here, the “link” between technological and organization 

change and the market lays on the innovative behavior of companies, reflected on different 

“routines” in relation to these elements (Nelson & Winter, 1982). On this framework, the 

concept models of “technological paradigm” (Dosi, 1982) and “technological trajectory” (Dosi 

& Nelson, 1994) take place. The first assumes on which form a business will capture 

technological knowledge and organization procedures for the search and exploration of 
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novelties. The second notion refers to the trajectory of improvement an technology can follow in 

order to meet market opportunities, profitability, sustainability, performance and so on.  

 

Inspired from these concepts, a set of models were developed on economies of 

change, where technical advance is the driving force, such as airplane and computers industry 

(Dosi & Nelson, 1994). Here the notion of “technical change” is the central point. It 

determinates the firms’ constant actions in making investments on technology and bringing them 

into practice, once, on these markets, companies compete through the technologies they present 

and employ on its products or services. On that scene, R&D departments are of fundamental 

importance; however, its role can assume different objectives (Nelson, 1994). As this point, 

technologies may be improved over time, nevertheless, at different levels determined by the 

allocation of resources to the more profitable ones (Metcalfe, 1992). “As a result, productivity in 

the industry as a whole, and measured aggregated “technical advance”, is the consequence of 

two different forces. One is the improvement of the individual technologies. The other is the 

expansion of use of the more productive technologies relative to the less productive ones” (Dosi 

& Nelson, 1994, p. 337).  

 

 

The “Product Cycle” Model 

 

 

The distinction from process to product innovation triggers the Abernathy and Utterback (1978) 

model of “product cycle”. Documenting innovation in a historic perspective, it is possible to 

trace some “typical” evolutionary patterns which often appear at the industry level, even that 

observable from different angles and with variable conclusions (Hannan & Carroll, 1991). These 

patterns constitute the basic model of the evolution of firms by the called “industry life cycle”. 

Here, at the early stages of an industry, companies tend to be small, with relatively easy entry 

reflected on several technologies being introduced in the same market. Though, when a 

“dominant design” emerges, all the features are heavily impacted. Now the barriers for new 

entrants significantly rise by the establishment of scale and the capital necessary for competitive 

production grow, which is constituted by technological knowledge, cumulative learning and 

standardized/large-scale production (Dosi & Nelson, 1994).  

 

At the product angle, they argued that when the product configuration is 

established, the R&D role shifts its main innovation dimension balance. Their model pointed out 
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that “product innovation” and “process innovation” receives different rates focuses during the 

life cycle of a product. The first of them, “product innovation”, has a higher percentage during 

the early steps of the product development, when the initial concepts are yet being defined. At 

this moment, “radical innovations” are made in the product in attention to the market needs, 

uniquely seeking to maximize the product perceived quality (Gallouj & Savona, 2008), until, a 

dominant, characterized by interpretative positive assumptions, model is established. After that, 

the attentions swift to “incremental innovations”, when the second focus, “process innovation”, 

comes into play. Now, with a basic frame configured and high-volume of production, the 

opportunities of novelty e profitability converge to offer similar products due more efficient 

production methods, improvement of features, quality and cost reductions. That results in a 

mature stage of product development, becoming a crucial step to compete in the market (Tidd & 

Bessant, 2009). Their concept is expressed in the graphic below:  

 

Figure 1: The Classic Product Cycle graphic  

 

Source: Willian J. Abernathy and James M. Utterback, “Patters of Industrial Innovation.” – Technology Review 80, no. 7 (June- July 1978).  

 

One of the biggest contributions of this model is that, by the clear differentiation of 

the innovation rates, several authors could defend that process advancements are the better 

source of productivity growth when there are a large variety of production technologies and a 
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dominant design of the product is set, determining the economy growth in a general picture 

(Metcalfe, 1992). It happens basically because the early “innovator” advantage does not lay 

down exclusively on its new product technology itself, but, priority, in its anticipated learn about 

the new technology in a production efficiency angle (Nelson & Winter, 1982). 

 

Extensive additional studies, such as Gord and Klepper (1982), Utterback and 

Suarez (1992) and Klepper (1992), have confirmed and enriched the model (Dosi & Nelson. 

1994). Though, the “product life-cycle” model remains too much general to fits in every 

circumstance. Pavitt (1984) have suggested that, by the influence of “paradigms” and 

“regimes” of the industrial dynamics and specific tacitness of knowledge applied on large 

scales, significant industries and other sectors might not conform on the exactly lines of the 

model. With additional reasons included, the most common examples are machine-tools, 

scientific instruments, textile and services. Pavitt conclusions motivated new approaches for the 

“product cycle” model. One of them was the services firms’ outlook made by Barras in 1986. 

 

 

The Services Context and Innovation Features 

 

 

The differences between manufactured and services products are the starting point of Barras 

(1986) work. Even that the service innovation context in which he built his model was very 

different from the intensive IT services of today, two basic premises, independently of time, 

regarding the uniqueness of services products are still effective.  

 

The first of them is that “services are a process” (Gronroos, 2000). Contrasting 

with physical goods, services are active, unfolding over a period of time through a rational 

sequence of events and phases (Johne & Storey, 1998). This chain of happenings produces value 

for the customer, where the clients consumption and co-creation process are essential for its 

efficient delivery. Considerate how customers assess the service process, and how these 

judgments evolve, is critical on developing the expected value, constituting a great challenge for 

service firms to design, process, delivery and document a service offer properly to its customers’ 

needs (Bitner, Ostrom & Morgan, 2007). Perceptions of simultaneity and intangibility are part of 

services characteristics, implying in its impossibility of storage and improved customer contact 

(Tidd & Hull, 2003).  
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Secondly, services are a “customer experience” (Pine & Gilmore, 2006) where  

“the orchestration of memorable, even “transformational” events for customers is the key on 

differentiating one´s offering from those of competitors and escaping commoditization in an 

increasingly crowded competitive market place” (Bitner, Ostrom & Morgan, 2007, pg. 4). Here, 

companies have to clearly know where this experience can be managed by its own capabilities 

and where it can be driven simply by chance. Effectively design and customer experience 

management leads to meet or exceed clients’ expectations, evoking perceptions of service quality 

(Haeckel, Carbore & Berry, 2003). Approaching customer experience administration with a clear 

idea of the design and development process is essential to achieve customer satisfaction.   

 

Having in mind these services particularities, as part of the construction of the final 

service, companies prepare and move systematically trough a set of actions in order to deliver 

value to their customers. These stages go from minor informal changes to the complete 

recombination of procedures in a way to spread innovation within the ultimate product (Bitner, 

Ostrom & Morgan, 2007). At this moment, besides having a clear image of the description of the 

service process features and the different actors responsibilities and expectations on what the 

service involves, service firms can design their offers based on its human and organization 

capabilities, on the same way, via technological capabilities (Hertog, 2000). Here we have a 

differentiation on how the innovation can be explored and Barras (1986) concept starts to take 

form. 

 

Service innovation, due the diversity of services offers (from parking drive services 

to engineering services), is also a diverse, and sometimes fuzzy, area. Nevertheless, it can be 

conceptualized in four basic dimensions of how practical development of new services occurs 

(Hertog, 2000, Gallouj et al, 1997).  Starting with the “service concept”, it is basically new ideas 

and shapes, characterized by its intangibility, on which services firms can organize their self to 

solve a customer’s specific problem thru a service. An example here is IT consultants firms 

offering semi-standardized and incremental plans for implementing e-commerce. Next, the 

“client interface” refers on how the firm connects to the customer. Innovation occurs here thru 

new interactions, which became the main source of novelty and are hugely merged within the 

firms, its customers and suppliers. Online shopping is an attempt of a service firm to establish 

electronic formatted interactions which can represent this dimension. The “service delivery 

system/organization” is the third dimension. As the name says, the innovation here occurs on 

how the service delivery is done, in other words, new forms of access to the customer which 

results in a reengineering of the service firm to deal with this new alternative. A hairdresser who 
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visits its client in spite of receiving him in a salon clearly exemplifies this point. At last, 

“technological options” represents the extensive variety of relations between technology and 

service innovation. Here, technology can mostly play a role as an allowing factor at the same it 

can be a much closer to a supply-push, in other words, a technology-driven innovation. Tracking 

and tracing systems or new tools for executing a service, such as a new type of hairdresser 

scissor, illustrate this aspect. 

 

A combination of the above-mentioned dimensions results in service innovation. A 

new service will usually connect all these parts, being the biggest significance, actually, the 

linkages between each of them (Gallouj et al, 1997). On that sense, some patterns of innovation 

emerge from the interaction of these dimensions (Hertog, 2000). They are listed below: 

 

Supplier-dominated innovation: services innovation based on the technology 

innovation, which are basically derived from computed-hardware and software solutions. In this 

form of novelty creation, the supplier of technology plays a central role, “where their 

innovations are disseminated and implemented by service industry users, who in their turn 

satisfy the needs of their clients” (Hertog, 2000, pg. 500). Evidently here we have a technology-

push, where mobile phone applications are a good example. 

 

 Innovation within services:  in sum, it represents when the service firm implement 

the innovation itself. On this pattern, usually started by a combination of technological and 

reorganizational innovation, the example is the new service itself. 

 

Client-led innovation: the service firm responds the needs clearly pronounced by its 

clients. On that form, the market need is not obligatory the main motivation for the innovation, 

but the singular client itself. An example is the customized consultancy solutions. 

 

Innovation through services: on this pattern, service firms affect the innovation 

process that is taking place within the client organization. The service company provides 

knowledge and resources to support that process. KIBS and it complex interactions with its 

customers are the main form of this pattern (Hoffmann et al, 1998). 

Paradigmatic innovations: complex and pervasive innovations which affect all the 

actors involved in the services value change. They are often design under new technologies 

systems setting “new rules for the game” (Freeman & Perez, 1988). Credit cards are the biggest 

example of this type of innovation. 
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The final building block of the service innovation facts is the definition of what 

exactly an “entirely new service” is. Schumpeter (1946), the pioneer of business innovation 

studies, defined innovation as a “new combination of elements of existing and/or new 

knowledge” (Edquist, 2000, p. 20). Barras (1990) takes this idea to services combining different 

innovation elements to determinate a brand new service or an improvement of an existing one. 

For specific firms, he assumed that several minor changes supported by the new IT technolgy, 

taken as service progression, could advance the service process and customer experience to, 

when combined on a standardization process, result in “radical process innovation”. In terms of 

marketing literature (Cowell, 1989), the RPC model “entirely new service” referred to the 

“service class” that, by the new IT possibilities and technological mature learning, resulted in 

the transformation or the extension of a service, generating “entirely new services” to open up 

and capture new markets. These concepts are exemplified on the RPC model study by EFT-POS 

and Home Banking services. Here, Barras (1986) defined these “new services” based 

exclusively in his own interpretation, diverging from several other explanations for “new 

services”, such as the customer optic determinism (Bitner, Ostrom & Morgan, 2007), which 

refer that the new service is only, in fact, new, when the customer perceive it as an alternative of 

existing service offers he can take. This assumptions leave space for particular perceptions of 

what is, indeed, a new service and what is just a process improvement. However, as part of 

services characteristics, this “confused” definition is inevitable, resulting on several 

interpretations over the same figure.       

 

 

The “Reverse Product Cycle” Model 

 

 

These service features and innovation patterns are essential to understand the elements involved 

on “product cycle” model under the services perspective. Moving to the analysis of the RPC 

model, one of the most successful and disseminated elements of service innovation is the IT 

implementation. IT represents an automated system to process and deliver information, which is 

the basis of any information-intensive service (Sundbo, 1997). This extensive IT adoption are 

observed in “large service users like finance, telecommunications and retail, which have 

invested huge sums in developing sophisticated networks and new systems for capturing, 

archiving and analyzing data” (Miles, 2005, p. 439), however other sources of innovation can be 

found in different type of services. An example is the acquisition of innovative specialized 
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equipment for medical care, which can produce better results than IT investments. Anyhow, the 

IT revolution can be taken as the “industrial revolution” in the service sectors (Barras, 1990), in 

the same way, its effects over the services innovation features are unique. The most relevant one 

is the pattern that differs from the traditional and highly disseminated manufacturing “product 

cycle” introduced by Abernathy and Utterback (1978).  

 

Richard Barras in his book “Towards a Theory of Innovation in Services” (1986) 

presented the concept of the “reverse product cycle” in services. He argued that, in spite of 

firstly introduce a new product to then process innovate, like the model suggested for the 

industrial products development, by IT application, specific services followed an opposite 

sequence of steps. He divided them in three phases: the first was “Improved Efficiency”, 

followed by “Improved Quality” and terminated by “New Services”. The initial stage is 

categorized by a “supplier dominant” condition by a technology created elsewhere and adopted 

by the service firm, which accounts for its innovation potential (Gallouj & Savona, 2008) once 

the implementing organization matures an incremental process innovation designed by growing 

the efficiency of the production process. After that, by the “learning curve” progression, radical 

process innovation takes place in order to improve the quality of the service provided to the final 

customer and provide it on large scale. At last, we pass to a “user dominant” level of innovation, 

where the new technological platform allows the introduction of novelty in the final offers of the 

service company. His rational is extended on the table below: 

 

Figure 2: The three stages of Reverse Product Cycle Model 
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Source: Adapted from LEUNG, 2004, p. 5 – “The Evolution of Service Innovation in the IT-intensive Integrated Logistics Industry in Hong 

Kong” – The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 

 

In short, when an IT solution is presented to advance current procedures, after 

fulfilling this first objective, quality matters are added and finally, it can become the basis for 

new services offers to its final customers, in other words, “reversing the “product cycle” model 

of manufacturing popularized by Abernathy and Utterback” (Miles, 2005, p. 440). Examples 

that illustrates this model are commonly found in information-intensive companies, such as 

finance institutions, logistics firms and retails, which after introducing an IT development in its 

operation to improve internal procedures, such as ERP and EDS systems or even simpler 

computers or software adoption, were able to offer new products for its customers, like new 

payment methods, more precise delivery routes and internet self-service purchases. After the 

product innovation, future novelties would follow the classic pattern. Below there is a graphical 

illustration of the model: 
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Figure 3: Reverse Product Cycle Model graphic 

 

Source: own development from Richard Barras – “Towards a Theory of Innovation in Services”, 1986. 

 

A complete example of this feature is found in banks. To better comprehend Barras 

(1986) research, Miles and Metcalfe (2000) extended his English banks case study to the middle 

of 1999, recording the original observations on a longer term period. The results can be 

summarized in the table below, where we can observe the innovation scope changing after an IT 

process innovation started in the 70s:  
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Figure 4: Banks Reverse Product Cycle forces table  

 

Source: Adapted from Ian Miles slides (http://www.slideshare.net/IanMiles/service-innovation-2-the-reverse-product-cycle-and-more) based on 

the book Miles, I. and Metcalfe J., “Innovation Systems in the Service Economy: Measurement and Case Study Analysis”, 2000  

 

Even that this idea, however, is not an ultimate illustration of the IT innovation 

process, which we can still observe different paths followed by IT application (Tidd & Hull, 

2003), its features are reflected in several services innovation facts present in a large scope of 

companies. A study made in 2004 have shown that Hong Kong cargo industry have followed 

Barras (1986) predictions with pretty much accuracy, moving from process to product innovation 

supported by IT advancements, however, depending considerably on the customers co-produced 

innovation and tailored services development in order to combine process innovation under the 

perception of a new service (Leung, 2004). 
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The “Reverse Product Cycle” Model Limitations 

 

 

There is no doubt that the RPC model has proved that service innovation has diverse standards if 

compared to the manufactured products “evolutionary models”. That’s the biggest contribution 

of Barras (1986) model. As mentioned, additional studies were made over it to extend its 

comprehension and applicability to different services business models. As we saw, some have 

confirmed its features, yet, many (Miles, 2005, Uchupalanan, 1998, Sundbo, 1997) have proven 

is incapacity to represent a coherent general theory of services innovation.   

 

 A study published in 1998 by Prof. Uchupalanan on the International Journal of 

Innovation Management listed four important problematic assumptions over the RPC model. His 

conclusions were based on an extensive case study within several Thailand banks which, in 

opposition to Barras (1986) English banks, have revealed an innovation pattern much more like 

the classic manufactured form, yet, with several particularities expressed over the “Dynamic 

Interdependence of Innovation and Competition Framework”. These points refer on how far 

does the Barras (1986) model accurately explains the stages of product/process innovation in 

services firms. The four points can be summarized as follows: 

 

The RPC model is not a theory: In the marketing sense, the RPC model cannot be 

taken as a general theory, once its features are not linked of the degree of market penetration and 

customer acceptance regarding a service product in the market (Kotler, 1980). At a process level, 

it has never concerned one particular firm and its assumptions are only based on superficial 

analysis of random facts inspired by IT advancements, being impossible to undertake it as a 

micro-theory either (Rogers, 1993). At the macro level, it does not take the life cycle of an entire 

service sector industry, such as banks or accountancy agencies. In sum, the RPC model mainly 

tries to proposal a general description of the implementation of IT in definite service industries 

over time, ignoring other potential sources of innovation and the reasons of this effect 

(Uchupalanan, 1998). 

 

The product-process differentiation problematic: By assuming that product and 

process innovation in services are intrinsically separated and occur in different rates over time, 

Barras (1986) has underestimated the fact that, actually, product and process can also be 

coexisting and inseparably tangled in complex ways as many authors have proved based on 

services characteristics previously exposed (Bateson, 1997, Grönroos, 1978 and Miles, 2005). 
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“The RPC model is not constructed to examine whether and how product and process aspects of 

service innovations can emerge in parallel” (Uchupalanan, 1998, p. 4), being based on a 

product-product dichotomy.  

 

The “new service” definition: The meaning of “entirely new services” is a key 

element on the RPC model, being used as a vital concept to mark the reverse pattern in line with 

the Abernathy and Utterback´s regular industrial innovation evolution. Barras (1986) examples 

of a “new service”, yet, are not compatible with his own definition of “entirely new services”. 

The EFT-POS and Home Banking examples are, actually, just fulfillments of the traditional roles 

of banking services – for example, financial transactions – and are still made by the existing 

structure of  commercial banks, making them passive of being allocated as a process innovation. 

At the same time, ATM services, which Barras (1986) classified as process innovation, are taken 

by several authors as a major product innovation in services (Uchupalanan, 1998). Nevertheless, 

this is a complex issue on service innovation once the judgment of what constitutes a “new 

service” is variable by the optics of the service provider, the customer and the researcher (Miles, 

2005).  

 

The technology determinism: the RPC model is absolutely technologically 

deterministic, fundamentally IT focused, predicting that all service sectors would similarly adopt 

and utilize information technology in its innovation process, thus following the reverse scheme. 

However, due the extensive diversity of service firms´ offer and type of organizations, its 

complex activities and services particular features and perceptions, we can expect several 

different paths of innovation (Belleflamme et al, 1986, Miles, 1995). In addition, service firms 

can utilize distinct options of technology application, such as biotechnology or engineering 

software, or even combine them within its service composition, being the IT adoption just one of 

the possible innovation paths.  

 

In addition to these aspects, the present services dynamics have reinforced the RPC 

model incapacity to properly represent the innovation progress within service firms, which are 

summarized by Prof. Ian Miles (2006) as follows: 

 

“…while this seemed plausible when new IT was 

just making its large-scale entrance into services, it now seems 

more of an account of how services first began to "industrialise" 

through the use of IT, and it does not tell us whether services will 

conform to the standard product cycle model once they have 
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become technology users like manufacturing firms.  Barras’ telling 

insight was to see IT as a twentieth century technological 

revolution in service industries, analogous to new power systems 

being applied to transform manufacturing in the nineteenth 

century.  Service organisations were becoming technology-

intensive; learning about new ways to accomplish their goals by 

applying IT; they could set off on trajectories of service innovation 

based on this use.”   

 

Concluding, Barras (1986) model in its origins already faced many problematic, 

which are now aggravated by the high-tech times. Nonetheless, as we will observe further on, the 

interactions between knowledge-intensive business services and its clients can bring back to the 

agenda some of the features exposed on the RPC methodology, revisiting some of its aspects that 

still can be relevant under specific circumstances. Because the case study regards a KIBS 

company development, a KIBS contextualization will be made before moving to the study case 

itself. Afterwards, an alternative diagram to the model will be presented. 

 

 

KIBS - The Last Trend on Services Innovation 

 

 

Knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) are a category of service activities branded by its 

high innovative hole. Validated by literature research and case studies (Miles et al, 1995), KIBS 

are taken as an innovation facilitator in other economic sectors, such as industrial and 

manufacturing. They are defined as private companies relying deeply on professional 

knowledge, illustrated by expertise related to a specific discipline or functional area, providing 

intermediate products and services that are knowledge based (Hertog, 2000). KIBS cover a wide 

range of services, which are listed on the table below: 

Figure 5: Knowledge-intensive business services activities overview  
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Source: Adapted from Miles et al., 1995  

 

KIBS importance is heavily reflected on how the innovation process occurs, 

knowledge production and its use on the economy. This process, taken as a service, is the result 

of a combined work of the service provider and clients (Miles, 1997). “In this process of co-

production, the quality of the resulting service product largely depends on the nature of the 

interaction between the service provider and client, and the quality of the communication 

process that is involved. One important role for KIBS is providing a point of fusion between 

more general knowledge scientific and technological information, dispersed in the economy, and 

the more local requirements and problems of their clients” (Hertog, 2000, p. 505). From that 

interaction, both clients and KIBS can shape the innovation course, on a process called 

“Interactive learning” and “user-end linkages” (Lundval, 1992). Here, on this two-way learning 

process to find solutions to specific problems and challenges, IT support services, management 

consultancy and technical engineering are typical examples of intensive interaction between 

customer and innovation service provider.  

During the innovation process, gaps in resources and innovation management are 

fulfilled or minimized by the employment of KIBS firms, which build a “bridge” between 

customers’ capabilities and KIBS knowledge on the direction of novelty. There are many types 

of this bridging, which are listed below (Bessant & Rush, 1998): 

 

Expert consultancy: deliver particular solutions to particular problems; 

 

Experience sharing: transfer what is learned in one context to another; 

 

Brokering: placing different sources and users in contact across a wide range of 

services and resources; 

 

Diagnosis and problem clarification: help users to articulate and define the 

particular needs in innovation on a strategy framework; 
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Benchmarking: identifying and focusing on the “good practices” established 

through an intermediary; 

 

Change agency: organizational development by the assistance of a neutral outside 

perspective. 

 

 The “bridges” here recalls the innovation dimension referred to the services 

innovation theory, but now they are all based on how the KIBS firm will inspire innovation into 

the customer organization and not on how it will innovate its own service. Within this scenario, 

to support innovation on clients firms, KIBS main roles are to facilitate, carry and be the source 

of innovation (Bilderbeek & Hertog, 1997). As a “facilitator”, the innovation does not 

originated from the KIBS firm nor is it transferred by the KIBS firm to the client company. Here, 

KIBS only support the novelty production process. Examples are management consultancy and 

technical engineering when they co-produce a solution based on clients’ technical options and 

expertise. When KIBS work as a “carrier”, they transfer existing technologies from one firm or 

industry to the client, even if that innovation was not originated on this KIBS. IT implements are 

the most important example on this case. At last, as an “innovation source” KIBS plays a major 

role on the entire innovation process, both initialing and developing innovation in the client 

company, yet, usually in a close relation to the customer itself. For example, advertising agencies 

creating and implementing new campaigns for its customer.   

 

    Concluded that interaction, based on “knowledge resource flows” (Hertog, 

2000), the client knowledge and capabilities base changes due the presentation of an innovative 

solution, while the KIBS firm gains experience, learning more about the features of a particular 

industry, justifying why KIBS usually are high specialized on few subjects. From a theoretical 

perspective, KIBS, even with its very particular features, are argued to follow the service 

innovation dimensions and patterns when its regards innovation in its own products or process, 

yet, resulting in a highest interaction and extensive mixture of all its issues, creating new forms 

of innovation and knowledge expansion (Miles et al, 1997). Some may argue that KIBS firms 

are always innovative, not just on its deliveries, but also in its forms of production and delivery 

of services, once the final product is always a specific solution to a particular request, in other 

words, it cannot be a standard product and the KIBS firm is obligate to reinvent itself on each 

project (Bilderbeek & Hertog, 1997). Also, because of its intimate link to technology, the service 
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is intrinsically related to the technological products and advancements, being practically 

impossible to separate them (Miles, 2005).  

     

 In sum, KIBS “have come to play a central hole in transferring and, in many 

cases, creating and combining, knowledge resources in innovation systems” (Hertog, 2000, p. 

518), resulting in new knowledge infrastructure systems based on the co-production of 

knowledge and innovation with clients firms, as well its role as diffuser innovation across 

distinct areas. The rise of KIBS is reflected on the substantial higher spill and turn-over effects 

from service innovation registered on countries with strong degrees of interaction between 

industry and KIBS firms, such as Germany, Japan, United Kingdom and Netherlands (Windrum 

& Tomlinson, 1999).     
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HP & SHELL CASE STUDY 

 

 

Case Study Justification 

 

 

Exposed the KIBS on this scenario, we now move to the specific case study of a KIBS 

technology co-produced development objecting to understand its functionalities and link them to 

the RPC model to rebuild its innovation evolution path within a present development. The case 

study regards the ongoing partnership between Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) and Royal 

Dutch Shell plc. (Shell) for the construction of an “Ultra High Resolution Seismic Solution”. 

This case was chosen by three main reasons: 

 

 First: it is an ongoing development with real time advancements, which leads this 

study to the very edge of services innovation. In addition, was an article regarding that co-

produced growth which inspired this research hypothesis, in special because it’s clear 

documented progression; 

 

 Second: HP and Shell co-production goes exactly on what was exposed by the 

KIBS dynamics and meets the service innovation formulas of today, where HP plays the hole of 

the KIBS services innovation provider, on the position of computer and information-technology 

related services mixed with engineering issues, and Shell fits as the user-end client, where the 

delivered solution will meet a special need of company; 

 

 Third: yet no discussions with the involved people of the project could be done, 

extensive data could be found on the same way HP could provide some official documents, 

resulting in a solid analysis of the fact. 

 

 The case study is mainly formulated by the examination of these official 

documents achieved with HP itself, technical articles of the applied technology and press-

clipping reports regarding this co-production process, from which was possible to understand its 

traces and link them to the Barras (1986) RPC model. Unfortunately, no conversations could be 

done with HP personal, due its privacy police regarding ongoing projects. Nevertheless, besides 

providing some documents, they have orientated to consult specific news and articles where the 

information needed could be found and taken as official statements of company. After that, an 
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alternative model is build and conclusions are made, on the same way limitations and 

requirements of additional studies are made to properly situate the possible contributions of this 

study. 

 

 

Background – The Customized Software Solution Demand 

 

 

A great range of enterprise software products nowadays supports everyday companies 

operations. Schedule services, PCPM controls, cash-flow and so on are good examples which 

results in a crucial tool for decision making. The main objective of these IT applications is to 

automated processes by technology advancements reaching from stock management, inventory 

control or trades force automation to almost any other data-oriented administration process 

(Engelstätter, 2011). Knowledge intensive industries, such as telecommunications, 

biotechnology, semiconductors, engineering and automobile facilities, are the biggest users of IT 

software, which, often, become the only form to access or achieve certain information or 

operational goal. Last year, the enterprise software market was estimated in more than US$ 110 

billion in a growing rate of more than 60% each year (Hertog, 2011). 

 

 The gains on applying IT are well recognized within organizations and academics, 

yet, due the large scope of adopters of this technology and the software solution itself, financial 

results from it are very variable (Shang & Seddon, 2002). Anyway, all of the adopters have 

reported positive results, from time and cost reduction to the achievement of new production 

processes or more accurate decision-make information, resulting in a crucial requirement to 

compete on today’s high competitive and automated market. These software solutions are mainly 

divided between two predominant packages. The first one is used by organizations as their 

primary engine for integrating data, processes and information technology, in real time, across 

internal and external value chains (Shang & Seddon, 2002). The second is when the software is 

exclusively devoted to particular business processes integrated across the value chain (Aral et al, 

2006).  

 

 Nevertheless, on the high-tech and knowledge intensive competition scenario of 

today has made IT software based innovation insufficient to provide a complete advantage tool. 

Now, we face the demand for customized software solutions (Tether, 2005). Here, software is 

personally developed to fulfill specific requirements of each company and is not taken any more 
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as a random source of technology to provide innovation across the business. When in full 

operation, a specifically designed software for the own company provides a series of benefit, in 

detach the quick delivery of important information for the specific industry, IT and operational 

software integration, operation cost reductions and the opening of new process and product 

development, which inflict directly to the innovation performance of the company by completely 

integrating, merging or eliminating many formerly discrete innovation steps (Gronau, 2010). 

Yet, the biggest contribution of customized software is more than the points above. 

 

 Customized software solutions are achieved through a co-production process 

between the technology client and the technology provider, which is a KIBS firm. Here, “by 

taking part in or completely shaping the design of the software, a firm may build up its own IT 

know-how, possibly opening up sources of services innovation, especially for Information and 

Communication Technologies-service providers or software programing firms” (Hertog, 2011, 

p. 6). On that process, following what was mentioned before about KIBS dynamics, the KIBS 

firm provides technology and its expertise to build up a tailored solution to a specific customer, 

which actively contributes to properly direct this development to its needs, facilitating the 

generation of more innovations. Here, the KIBS firm offers this solution as a service, where the 

technology employed is part of it, resulting in a very dynamically interrelated innovation 

between service and technology enhancements. Examples of this practice are the very new 

concepts of “Software as a service (Saas)”, “In a box solution” and “Innovation as a service” 

(Tether, 2005), where KIBS firms now offer a complete knowledge shared solution to its 

customers by the development of specific technologies, usually expressed as software. 

Participating on the advancement of the solution, firms using tailored enterprise software have a 

much higher probability innovating compared to firm without it, in other words, a strategic 

advantage is acquired.   

 

 

Case study – HP and Shells “Ultra High Resolution Seismic Sensing Solution” 

 

 

The oil and gas industry necessitates high-quality data to precisely measure exploration 

prospects for profitable realism and to efficiently monitor in-production reservoirs. It is tacking 

more and more complex and smaller basins, so looking for ever higher recovery percentages as 

possible
3
. On that sense, better seismic data, which can provide a clearer and more accurate 

understanding of the surface, is of crucial importance. “The future reservoirs will have more 
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complex fluid distributions – they will be harder to detect and to model”, says Wim Walk, the 

manager of Shell´s geophysical measurement research and development department. On that 

way, by the middle of 2009, the company started up a project by its own in order to create a 

customized permanent seismic monitoring with high-quality data measurement and processing. 

“We decided to take the initiative and said, let´s see what can be done”, refers Walk again
4
.  

 

Figure 6: About Royal Dutch Shell  

      

Source: adapted from www.hp.com/hpinfo/newsroom/2010/100215 - accessed in Aug/11  

 

 Yet, it didn´t take long for Shell realizes that this quest was beyond its borders. The 

seismic imaging used to provide 3-dimension images showing the locations of oil and gas 

deposits, to determine the optimum location for drilling to increase extraction efficiency, was 

achieved through a technology out of its core capabilities. It was all a matter of high-sensible 

measurement and huge amounts of data processing, and not a drilling or oil processing issues, 

which Shell could handle with perspicacity by its own.  At that moment, HP got into action.   

 

Figure 7: About HP Company

 

Source: adapted from www.hp.com/hpinfo/newsroom/2010/100215 - accessed in Aug/11  

 

HPs computer applications are world spread. From notebooks and printers to large 

enterprise database solutions, it is one of the main brands on the segment and one of the most 

value brands of the world
5
. Nevertheless, its contribution to the oil and gas industry may lie 

down exclusively on providing generic technology, such as the products listed above. Yet, these 

same technologies accessible the potential of a much deeper interaction between the company 

and the drilling industry, in special, the Micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) technology 

used on common printers. 

 

http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/newsroom/2010/100215%20-%20accessed%20in%20Aug/11
http://www.hp.com/hpinfo/newsroom/2010/100215%20-%20accessed%20in%20Aug/11
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On the same year Shell started its project, HP has developed ultrasensitive inertial 

MEMS accelerometers that enabled up to 1,000 times more sensitive data than high-volume 

products currently available – MEMS traditional sensors and Geophones. Arising from the HPs 

MEMS technology for fluidic devices, present in its hundreds of millions print cartridges 

produces each year, the new technology for MEMS sensors represented a breakthrough in nano 

sensing research. It was developed by the HP LABS, the company´s central research arm
6
, and 

combines a series of advancements that are technically described below: 

 

Figure 8: The Inertial MEMS technology 

 

 

Source: adapted from HP MEMS Seismic Sensor for Oil and Gas Exploration – HP official report, Feb/11  

 

 In sum, MEMS is a sensor that measure vibration, shock or change in velocity and 

it has a wide range of applications, being the most common inkjet printer, cars accelerometers, 

aircraft gyroscopes and biotechnology. Regarding noise volume, this new technology over 

MEMS allows achieving noise density performance in the sub 100 nano-g per square root HZ 

range to enable dramatic improvements in data quality. In addition, the new MEMS device can 

be customized with single or multiple axes per chip to meet individual system requirements
9
. In 

other words, the exactly needs pursued by Shell on its drilling activities. 
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 As part of its “Innovation Agenda”, which consists on a client-centric approach to 

offer Enterprise Innovation by the stimulation, management and global connection of innovative 

thinking and technology within its customer, HP has meet Shell and offered an outline in order to 

solve the company´s seismic monitoring requirements. The solution would be attained by the 

customized implementation of the HPs new MEMS technology, and its information 

management, by the approach of “Innovation as a service”. “Through this service, HP can help 

clients build a framework for innovation that is geared towards addressing the client´s key 

opportunities and challenges and help the customer develop a strategic approach to innovation 

to drive transformation that is firmly aligned to their business outcomes”, says HP LABs CEO, 

Chris Moyer
4
. Shells reception was warming. “A company like HP is well positioned to deal with 

these challenges”, refer again Wim Walk, the manager of Shell´s geophysical measurement 

research and development department. In summary, this service planned to help Shell to gain 

real business advantage by innovating in its own domain through a personalized technology and 

software solution, which recalls us to benefits and the demand of customized IT solutions. On 

that moment, HP worked as the carrier of innovation, transferring its technological 

advancements in a pack of services, intimately connecting technology to services.   

 

 The co-produced initiative started in February of 2010, having it’s headquarter at 

the U.S. Geological Survey´s (USGS) Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory facility in New 

Mexico – US. The main objective was to develop a wireless sensing system to acquire extremely 

high-resolution seismic data on land. Both companies used their complementary knowledge and 

experience to produce a revolutionary solution to sense, collect and store geophysical data. The 

system was designed to integrate seamlessly with Shell´s high-performance computing and 

seismic imaging environment and to be deployed safely and more cost-effective than current 

systems
8
. The main expectations are to “fully realize the potential of Shell´s processing and 

imaging technology on land”, affirm Gerald Schotman, Shell´s executive vice-president, and to 

push-up HP LABS technology advancements into commercial applications on the same rate 

improvements will be made on wireless network and data processing, resulting in new 

technologies available to the service solutions provided by HP
4
.  

 

Here, from both optic (KIBS and customer), we can assume that the co-produced 

solution initially aims to improve the existing processes and technologies on the direction of a 

certain efficiency, fulfilling the complete potential of the new technology available (inertial 

MEMS) in respect to the client specific need (high-quality and processing seismic data). Once 
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this process is held as a service, it remembers the RPC model, that was also started by a process 

innovation, on the called “incremental process innovation” phase, yet, within the service 

provider itself by the advancement of IT technologies that enhanced its services performance. 

Here, by the KIBS firm perspective, the combustion of the incremental process innovation is the 

client shared development itself, in somehow, maintaining some of the Barras (1986) ideas, 

precisely on what matter the innovation pattern. It is important here to note that, due KIBS 

complex dynamics and innovation oriented technology-services solution (Miles et al, 1997, 

Bilderbeek & Hertog, 1997), the distinction from technology innovation and service innovation 

may be minimal, leaving space for the assumption that when a KIBS firm, such as HP, is 

improving its technologies, it is improving its services.  

 

Following the “incremental process innovation” phase, Barras (1986) introduced 

the “radical process innovation” stage, from where, based on the learning and knowledge 

storage process of the previous advancements, more representative innovations could be 

achieved by the massive spread of minor changes. The overhead assumption is also identifiable 

when we analyze a recent achievement of this partnership. On March, 2011, the companies 

announced their first expressive accomplishment. Since the begging of the co-production work, 

the biggest challenge was to properly implement the inertial MEMS in a way that the huge 

amount of data generated could be processed in real-time - once the produced information from 

the seismic industry when monitoring the soil surpass 3 petabytes every month – by a cost 

effective operational inputs. Because of it, two huge improvements had to be done
4
.  

 

The real-time data processing gap was solved by the commercial development of 

the Central Nervous System for the Earth (CeNSE) technology. Here the devices were integrated 

within a complete system that encompasses numerous sensor types, storage, network, 

computation and software solutions. It enabled a new level of awareness based on a wireless 

sensing system capable of centralize and process real-time data supported by “cloud computing” 

technologies and processing software tailored to this specific function. The CeNSE technology 

was also able to eliminate the meaningful information, improving the decision making for Shells 

on how to explore its oil and gas reservoirs
3
. On this enlargement, the hardware and software 

were already at disposal, being only necessary an adaptation (or improvement) of its features to 

fit with the new demand. The second improvement, focused on cost reductions, was achieved 

through a new design for the inertial MEMS, explained below: 
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Figure 9: The Inertial MEMS technology 

      

Source: adapted from HP MEMS Seismic Sensor for Oil and Gas Exploration – HP official report, Feb/11  

 

 These two advancements made possible for Shell and HP to shoot and record 

seismic data at much higher sensitivity and at ultra-low frequencies, resulting in a clearer 

understating of the earth´s subsurface, increasing prospects for discovering greater quantities of 

oil and gas and to manage the ongoing explorations more accurately
7
. “This new sensing 

milestone is the latest step in the collaboration between HP and Shell, which is on track to 

produce a leap forward in onshore seismic data quality to improve the exploration risk 

evaluation and decisions, illustrating the industry-wide benefits  that can be achieved through 

cross-company innovation”, defends Rich Duncombe, senior strategist, Technology 

Development Organization from HP
4
.  

 

 Obviously, these were technological advancements, supported by HPs knowledge 

and technical viabilities on the direction of Shell’s needs. However, they were only achieved 

through a service provided by HPs – the “innovation as a service” offer, at the same time, these 

technologies were delivered to Shell as a service, on the brand new trend of “software as a 

service” formula. Here, IT firms business model are based on the “rent” of technology 

solutions, where the client pays a monthly or yearly fee in order to use the service (Hoch et al. 

2000). This new tendency enforces the proximity of services and technological physical 

products, also diminishing the distinction between process and product innovation, once on 

technology matter they usually occurs side by side (Hertog, 2010). However, based on services 

customer particular perceptions, is still possible to trace an innovation pattern from process to 

product innovation, just like the RPC model. That’s the main point of this study. 
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 HP and Shell co-produced solution is under development yet. The fully utilization 

of the inertial MEMS technology is expected to be achieved on the upcoming 2 or 3 years, 

resulting in the called “Ultra High Resolution Seismic Sensing Solution”
3
. For the moment, the 

feasibility stages are nearly completed, and modeling has been done of the deployment efforts. 

Nonetheless, the current advancements, started by a simple “incremental process innovation” 

and now resulted in “radical process innovation”, such as the CeNSE sensor, are sufficient of 

being extended to other customers and industries by HP. By positioning many of these inertial 

MEMS as part of a complete sensor network, HP will allow real-time data gathering, 

management evaluation and examination. “This information empowers people to make better, 

faster decisions, and take subsequent action to improve safety, security and sustainability for a 

range of applications, such as bridge and infrastructure health monitoring, geophysical 

mapping, mine exploration and earthquake monitoring” inform the HP LABS CIO, Chris 

Moyer
4
, from what we can assume as “new services” alternatives to other customers. This will 

be explained. 

 

 As mentioned before, one of the main problematic of the RPC model was the 

definition of what constitutes an “entirely new service”. Because of services are influenced by 

experiences, there are several ways to make this distinction, from where Barras (1986) assumed 

“new service” by his own characterization in order to draw his framework of the service 

innovation pattern in opposition to the classic shape. Yet, this same difficulty establishes now an 

opening for the assumption that, when transmitted to other customers or industries, the 

technological advancements achieved through a particular innovation based on partnership 

between a KIBS firm and its client, may be considered as “new services” by other parties. As 

HPs Mr. Moyer referred, when prepared, the intention of HP is to transfer the sensor network 

expertise and technology to other domains such as public safety in cities and environmentally 

sustainable resource management. It means that a process innovation (mixed with technology 

and services advancements) was made with Shell in order to advance and create a solution for 

monitoring soil and data processing that, when reassigned as a new alternative applicable to 

other client or industry, it may be perceived and/or offer as a “new service”. For example, HPs 

offering the CeNSE solution developed with Shell to historic cities prefectures which want to 

monitor the health of its ancient buildings to assure safety for the citizens and tourists. On that 

case, from both perspectives (KIBS and new client), it can be perceived as “new service”, 

resulting in an adapted RPC model on what matters the innovation pattern on services firms.  
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 To reinforce this idea, HP also plan to invite a traditional seismic provider to 

partner in the commercialization phase, extending the solution to Shells competitors and similar 

industries, although there will be a period where Shell will have exclusive use of the technology. 

“We are not planning to keep the technology to ourselves. In the end, the whole point to drive 

the entire industry forward in this” affirm Mr. Walk from Shell
6
. With it, the product innovation 

is even clearer. When HP presents the finished “Ultra High Resolution Seismic Sensing 

Solution” to other gas and oil extraction companies, it will represent a completed and fully 

operational high-tech alternative to organizations with the same needs of Shell. Evidently, such 

transferences should be adapted to the new scenario and customers’ requirements, yet, they are 

mainly based on the same technology developed, configuring a new product motivated by 

previous process improvements. Concepts of “technology transfer organizations” (Landry et al, 

2009) takes place here, where the diffusion of a new technology, delivered and executed as a 

service by the KIBS company, is taken as a diffusion of new product by the customer value 

proposition based on novel knowledge and possibilities provided by the adoption of this new 

technology.     

 

 To better understand the entire rational, let’s refresh the idea and draw a diagram of 

the innovation process within the case-study. HP and Shell started a cooperation in order to 

produce a seismic sensing solution. That project would improve HP equipment and technologies 

performance and deliver Shells a competitive advantage – following the KIBS dynamics of 

service. The first accomplishments were mainly process improvements of the current 

technologies, which can be taken as service improvements into the HP optic. They were 

essentially motivated by Shells requirements. After that, with the expertise acquired, more 

significant enhancements could be done, the biggest example: the CeNSE solution. At last, when 

HP transfers these ultimate developments to other customers, by the service experience notion 

and new value proposition, they can be taken as an entirely new service alternative in the same 

way HP can present it as a new service. From the innovation pattern perspective, we have here a 

similar framework if compared to Barras (1986) RPC model. It allows us to rewrite the three 

stages of reverse innovation pattern as follows: 
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 Figure 10: HP three stages of innovation (own development) 

 

 

The biggest differences on that process are from where the innovation departures 

and who perceive the offer as a new service. The RPC model suggests that IT advancements are 

the key element for the service firm to innovate. By the HP (KIBS) co-produced solution 

perspective, it is the client needs itself. After the process innovation is achieved, by Barras 

(1986) rational, it could be translated into new services within the service provider. Now, the 

possible HPs (KIBS firm) new service is the result of the advancements made by the partnership 

with Shell when extended to other customers or industries by the technology-service 

transference. The idea is illustrated on the graphic below: 
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Figure 11: HP co-produced innovation pattern (own development) 

 

     The similarities between the two models are evident, yet, the differences are also 

considerable. The RPC tried to explain innovation inside service firms, where the proposed 

model only took it as an inspiration for the analysis of a particular co-produced KIBS innovation 

process, once the process/product innovation pattern seems to follow the same path, however, 

with several different circumstances from the original mode. These arguments outcome in 

several limitations of this study, which are listed below: 

 

 Single case-study limitation: the conceptualization of the KIBS similar model to 

the RPC one was exclusively based on the HP and Shell case study. Even that several other 

similar KIBS firms, such IBM and SAP, may follow a proximate innovation flow, it cannot be 

taken as a general model due KIBS diversity of offers and processes. Extensive additional 

practice analysis should be done in order to confirm its framework as a more representative 

model for KIBS co-produced innovation pattern. 

 

 Personal assumptions: once the cooperation between HP and Shell is still going on, 

it means that the final solution was found yet, in other words, it is not a finished process and 

passive of several changes until its conclusion. In addition, the transferability to other customers 

of the developments made so far weren’t executed yet. They are only HPs near future plans, on 
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the same way, when concluded, HP, for now, just intends to offer the “Ultra High Sensitive 

Sensor Solution” to other oil and gas extraction clients. It signifies that “new service” 

assumption is based on possible scenarios that have not happened so far. Independently of that, 

by the responsible people affirmations, the service features and its link to the RPC model, such a 

conclusion is theoretically supported. Here, two fundamental points could be extended on future 

researches. The first one, obviously, would be keep tracking HP and Shell partnership in order to 

identify how the advancements are transferred to other parties by HP in order to confirm the 

study assumptions. Also, having the HP feedback over the proposed model would solidify the 

conclusion of this study. Unfortunately, the company denied any comments over the study 

arguing that they couldn’t statement any ongoing process because its confidentiality police. 

Secondly, it would be interesting to analyze other similar KIBS co-produced solutions to identify 

in which circumstances it was developed and how it was reposed to other KIBS clients firms.     

 

 Theoretical problematic: on the HP case, the KIBS dynamics are impressive 

complex. The service offered is intrinsically connect to the technology features, being an 

important issue to distinguish/link and understand better the relation between them. This study 

tried to establish this relation, yet, it lacks on clearer explanation over it, mostly provoked by the 

scarcity of research on this recent area of service innovation. Following it, there are some 

theoretical problems when involving the RPC model to the present case study. They are situated 

on very different scenarios, being passive of incompatibility. The RPC model tried to be a 

general theory, expressed by a model, for service innovation. The proposed model only fit on the 

particular HP case to hypostatize that certain KIBS co-produced solution may follow a similar 

innovation path, where the RPC innovation evolution inspired its construction. Nevertheless, as 

mentioned before, the relation proposed by this analysis regarded exclusively the innovation 

evolution pattern, not entering on questions such as firm size, culture, intern processes and so on. 

Here, the connection was made on how both models can follow a similar progress of the 

innovation emphasis, even that the main motivation are different on the same way the “new 

service” is presented to different customers.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

The present study have proposed to revisit the Barras (1986) RPC model by the analysis of a 

current co-produced KIBS service innovation. On that way, a contextualization of evolutionary 

models were made in order to understand the RPC model objective, a brief explanation of the 

classic product cycle innovation pattern was made before the service characteristics and 

innovation features took the scene. Here, the distinctions between manufactured products and 

services were made and the RPC model could be introduced. Understanding Barras (1986) 

model and its limitations, a contextualization of KIBS firms were made in order to fit the case 

study on the proper services innovation scenario. 

  

At last, we arrived to the case study itself. Showing the necessity of customized IT 

solutions, the HP and Shell partnership for the development of an “Ultra High Resolution 

Sensitive Sensor Solution” was deeply studied and was able to reveal its closeness to the RPC 

original model. It was argued that the KIBS co-produced solution, at HPs level, could result in a 

similar innovation pattern observed on the RPC model, from where service process innovation 

precedes the service product innovation, reversing the classic view, just like the Barras (1986) 

model did. In spite of its several limitations, this study could present a plausible review of a 

model which was claimed to have lost its relevance. On that direction, it was proposed that the 

innovation pattern defended on the RPC can still be visible on nowadays high tech service 

innovation context exercised by KIBS companies.  

 

 Finalizing, this study expects to contribute for further researches on what matter 

service innovation. With no doubt, service is of huge importance for today’s economy and its 

understanding must be taken to very edge of business dynamics knowledge, from where 

innovation and KIBS companies plays the central hole. Comprehending the aspects of the 

services innovation paths results in competitive advantage to companies once they can better 

manage their innovation process and anticipate the outputs of investments on this subject (Tidd 

& Hull, 2009). On this case study, knowing the possible results of a co-produced solution, HPs 

can better plan its actions to assure the highest return on its shared advancements with Shell by 

transferring them as new services to other customers, maximizing the investments done and the 

acquaintance created, resulting in a highest dissemination of human knowledge to entirely 

society.                
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